‘I’ve been doing some thinking over these last few days.’
「過去幾天，我⼀直在想⼀些事情。」
I’ve been doing some thinking over these last few days. It’s normal. We are all thinking about something in the past
few days. Like our faces are oily in the morning.
It’s similar to a catastrophe.
AIKE DELLARCO is thrilled to announce Lee Kit’s third solo show in the gallery.

Through a measured and subtle approach to his mediums, Lee Kit offers a model of resistance to
constraint, be it existential, political or social. His intentionally mixed messages court intimacy and
detachment differently suggesting the possibility that artistic practice and life merge in unexpected and
transformative ways.
Lee Kit was born in 1978 in Hong Kong. He currently lives and works in Taipei. He studied painting at
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. After ‘Suit-case’, Lee Kit’s first solo show at Aike-Dellarco in Italy
in 2009 showcasing his early hand painted clothes, Lee Kit’s practice has evolved to a body of work that
includes painting, ready made installations and video projections.
He has exhibited at institutions like the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; S.M.A.K, Gent; New Museum,
New York; Tate Modern, London; Sharjah Art Foundation, UAE; Museum of Modern Art, New York;
Minsheng Art Museum and Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai. He was selected to represent Hong Kong
at 55th Venice Biennale with the solo exhibition ‘You (you.)’ in 2013. Moreover, a continuation solo
exhibition ‘You.’ curated by M+ Museum and West Kowloon Cultural District, Hong Kong in 2014. Lee is
the recipient of the Art Futures Award at ArtHK in 2012, and also one of the seven shortlisted artists for
the inaugural Hugo Boss Asia Art Award in 2013. His works are collected by a number of public and
private collections worldwide.
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